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Swept away: $500,000 sand dune built to protect US homes disappears in days



03/13/2024 - 15:15



Property owners dumped 15,000 tons of sand in a Massachusetts town to fend off dangerous tides, but it was swept away in 72 hours
A sand dune that cost homeowners on a Massachusetts beach more than half a million dollars to construct has washed away after just three days.
An affluent group of beachfront property owners in Salisbury, Massachusetts – a coastal town 35 miles north of Boston – are mourning the loss of their investment after a safety measure they took to protect their homes failed.
Continue reading...




Read more »






UK government accused of trying to ‘stoke culture war on climate issues’



03/13/2024 - 14:04



Green MP Caroline Lucas says call for investment in gas-fired power plants is election ploy that will jeopardise UK’s net zero target
Green MP Caroline Lucas has accused the government of stoking a culture war on climate issues by calling for more investment in new gas-fired power plants before a general election.
Lucas used an urgent question in the House of Commons to challenge the energy minister, Graham Stuart, on the plans set out on Wednesday, which could see a string of new plants built in the coming years despite the government’s commitment to phase out fossil fuels.
Continue reading...




Read more »






NSW to double penalties for worst environmental crimes in wake of asbestos crisis



03/13/2024 - 14:00



Planned overhaul of Environment Protection Authority’s powers to be biggest since it began in 1991, government says
Follow our Australia news live blog for latest updates
Get our morning and afternoon news emails, free app or daily news podcast
Penalties for the most serious environmental crimes would double and the New South Wales environmental watchdog would have powers to recall potentially contaminated products from consumers under major changes to environmental protection laws proposed by the Minns government.
The environment minister, Penny Sharpe, said the government was proposing the largest set of amendments to the Environment Protection Authority’s (EPA’s) powers since the regulator was established in 1991.
Sign up for Guardian Australia’s free morning and afternoon email newsletters for your daily news roundup
Continue reading...
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US energy industry gas leaks are triple the official figures, study finds



03/13/2024 - 12:23



Leaks of heat-trapping methane – about 3% of gas produced in US – cost $9.3bn yearly in climate damage, but the problem is fixable
US oil and natural gas wells, pipelines and compressors are spewing three times the amount of the potent heat-trapping gas methane as the government has determined, causing $9.3bn in yearly climate damage, a new comprehensive study calculates.
But because more than half of these methane emissions are coming from a tiny number of oil and gas sites, 1% or less, this means the problem is both worse than the government has determined but also fairly fixable, said the lead author of a study in the journal Nature.
Continue reading...
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‘A fishing accident blinded me but I was forced to keep working’: abuses faced by workers who catch our fish



03/13/2024 - 10:00



Negligence, physical and verbal abuse are common in unregulated industry. Now labor groups and government officials are trying to crack down
Labor groups and government officials are pushing to rein in rampant abuses of workers in the fishing industry, where migrant laborers are frequently subjected to slavery and violence from employers.
One out of every five fish is caught through illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing in conditions where abuses of workers are common, according to a United Nations estimate. About 128,000 workers are thought to be currently trapped in forced labor on remote fishing vessels around the world, according to the International Labour Organization.
Continue reading...
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Virginia wildlife center staff pretend to be giant foxes when feeding cub



03/13/2024 - 10:00



Richmond Wildlife Center posts video demonstrating how they are preventing the female baby fox from imprinting on humans
A Virginia wildlife center has figured out how to prevent abandoned newborn animals – specifically foxes – from imprinting on humans, doing so by wearing a giant fox mask while feeding the babies.
At a first glance, a video of the development looks like just another uncanny clip found on the internet. A person wearing a fox mask with beady eyes and a moveable mouth towers over a palm-sized, squirming creature, what looks like a newborn kitten, while feeding it with a teat-like tube.
Continue reading...
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Dutton’s blast of radioactive rhetoric on nuclear power leaves facts in the dust | Temperature Check



03/13/2024 - 09:00



Coalition’s claim of cheap power and quickly built reactors is at odds with real world experience of other countries
Follow our Australia news live blog for latest updates
Get our morning and afternoon news emails, free app or daily news podcast
We may not yet be entering a nuclear age in Australia, but we would all be best advised to handle the rhetoric around the issue as carefully as we would radioactive waste.
This week opposition leader Peter Dutton said an annual CSIRO report that had included estimates of costs for small modular reactors – which are not yet available commercially – was “discredited” because it “doesn’t take into account some of the transmission costs, the costs around subsidies for the renewables”.
Sign up for Guardian Australia’s free morning and afternoon email newsletters for your daily news roundup
Continue reading...
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Seven times size of Manhattan: the African tree-planting project making a difference



03/13/2024 - 07:00



Thousands of farmers have been persuaded by TREES scheme to replace barren monocultures with biodiverse forest gardens
In a world of monoculture cash crops, an innovative African project is persuading farmers to plant biodiverse forest gardens that feed the family, protect the soil and expand tree cover.
Could Trees for the Future (TREES) be a rare example of a mass reforestation campaign that actually works? The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) certainly thinks so and last month awarded it the status of World Restoration Flagship.
Continue reading...
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Key components of sustainable climate-smart ocean planning



03/11/2024 - 23:00



npj Ocean Sustainability, Published online: 12 March 2024; doi:10.1038/s44183-024-00045-x
Key components of sustainable climate-smart ocean planning
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Poverty line income and fisheries subsidies in developing country fishing communities



03/07/2024 - 00:00



npj Ocean Sustainability, Published online: 07 March 2024; doi:10.1038/s44183-024-00049-7
Poverty line income and fisheries subsidies in developing country fishing communities
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